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VISION
Extricity B2B™ is a leading-edge software platform designed to create
a seamless web of electronic communications and commerce
between businesses over the Internet. Extricity B2B helps you work
more closely and effectively with your partners, suppliers and
customers—quickly and easily.

Introducing Extricity B2B™
The Software Platform for B2B Relationship Management

Progress has always been about vision. To keep pace in today’s
rapidly changing business environment, you need innovative
software solutions that enable highly collaborative business
relationships. Extricity B2B™ was designed with this idea in mind.

• Extend your existing applications and
business processes to work with your
partners’, regardless of IT infrastructure.
• Manage all types of communications,
security needs, and protocols.
• Model, execute, and manage the
change of internal processes and B2B
interactions, from the simplest data
exchange to the most sophisticated
collaborative process.
• Gain end-to-end visibility and control
through real-time monitoring and analysis.
• Enable business partners to maintain
their existing IT infrastructure and
process independence—giving them
the freedom and flexibility to run their
own business.
• Accomplish all this using a mission-critical
platform that provides high performance,
availability, and reliability.

Extricity B2B provides you with B2B Relationship Management
(B2Brm) software that improves working efficiencies among
customers, partners, and suppliers. Now it is easier than ever to
forge tighter relationships, create end-to-end visibility and control,
improve planning and forecasting, reduce inventories and cycle
times, and expand into global markets.

Learn more about Extricity B2B—envision your future.

Internal
Applications

External
Applications
WWW

Process Paks

Process Manager

Channels

• Integrate your diverse back-end
applications—simply.

Extricity B2B offers a complete and flexible software platform that
is easy to manage and deploy. Our packaged B2B platform was
developed to provide a complete solution to manage all of your
integration and collaboration needs. Now you can integrate and
extend your applications and business processes to communicate
with your business partners, their people, and their existing IT systems.
You can start simple and grow as your B2B needs expand and
change, and maintain organizational independence and control like
never before.

Adapters

Find Out How You Can…
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Extricity and B2B Relationship Management
Up to now, B2B solutions and implementations have largely been point-to-point
connections between two businesses exchanging simple data or engaged in simple
activities, such as indirect procurement of commodities like office supplies. These
types of interactions, which represent simple data-level connectivity between two
businesses, are what has come to be called B2B integration.
While such simple B2B interactions are important, companies today are looking for far
more benefits. In addition to data-level connectivity, businesses need more sophisticated
forms of collaboration with their partners for sourcing, planning, order tracking, and
more. This ability to manage every aspect of B2B, from back-end integration and simple
data exchange to rich process-based collaboration, on a single open B2B software platform,
is what is now referred to as B2B Relationship Management (B2Brm).

One Software Platform is All You Need
Whether you’re an enterprise looking to integrate your back-end
systems and create tighter relationships with your partners and
customers, a net market maker seeking to develop a close-knit
community of buyers and sellers, or an eRetailer who needs to
integrate and automate the fulfillment side of your Internet-based
selling environment, Extricity B2B is for you.
Simple. Open.

Using our unified XML-based software platform, you can extend
your applications and business processes to work dynamically with
your partners and their existing IT systems. Extricity B2B reduces
the complexity of working with your business partners by making it
easier to integrate multiple applications, technologies, and protocols.
Extricity’s open platform uses industry standards, such as XML,
to describe the information moving between the members of
your business community. It allows you to use a wide variety of
communications mechanisms—everything from web browsers
to FTP, EDI, RosettaNet, HTTP or BizTalk. It also works with
many of the industry’s most popular enterprise applications,
including SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft, i2, and more.
Collaborative. Effective.

Extricity B2B helps businesses create new business processes, and
extend existing processes to work with trading partners. From
powering standard B2B processes such as RosettaNet to businessdefined processes such as sourcing, collaborative design, planning
and forecasting, vendor-managed inventory, order status, or
returns management, Extricity B2B can help you become more
competitive and work more efficiently with your customers and
partners over the Internet.
Scalable. Flexible.

From simple content aggregation and data exchange to
rich process execution, the dynamic, scalable Extricity B2B
platform delivers anything-to-everything collaboration. Our highperformance platform is scalable to accommodate increases of
transactions and trading partners. With Extricity B2B you can
start small, and grow as your B2B needs expand.

Easy. Rapid.

We get you up and running—fast. Extricity
B2B makes it easier to integrate your existing
applications and your partners’, and to make
changes as needed. Our products and services
provide the unique capabilities you need to
quickly streamline functions, such as order
management, procurement, inventory managment,
supply/demand planning, logistics, security,
and administrative tasks (auditing, analysis,
reporting, communications).
Visible. Powerful.

Extricity B2B provides you with a single window
on your world of diverse applications and
business partners. Our unified environment
gives you the visibility, control, efficiency, and
speed you need to manage the flow of information
and mission-critical business processes in real time
over the Internet.
Freedom.

In today’s business environment, the ability to
work with business partners without giving up
the freedom to manage your own IT environment
is essential. The Extricity B2B patent-pending
process architecture lets businesses maintain
organizational independence by implementing
both external B2B processes (“public” or shared
processes), and internal business processes
(“private” processes).
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Extricity B2B Software Components Address Your Needs
TM

Extricity B2B offers a full range of software components that address every aspect of
managing diverse Internet-based partner communities.
• Packaged application integration capabilities
• A wide variety of communications and security mechanisms
• Process and partner modeling and management facilities
• Rapid deployment through pre-configured B2B process solutions

These components are designed to fit the needs of any business—providing you with the
most robust B2B platform available anywhere.

COMPONENTS
Extricity B2B™ Alliance Manager

The core product, Extricity B2B™ Alliance Manager, supports the rapid creation,
deployment, and management of B2B environments. It features a rich user interface
designed to make it easy to integrate existing applications, and to model the flow
of information for managing business processes. It also provides an administrative
environment for communications, security, and analysis.
Extricity B2B Alliance Manager includes:
Adapter Manager—coordinates data integration and transformation into back-end
systems or middleware products. Includes the Adapter Designer and Adapter Server.
Channel Manager—coordinates external collaboration, data exchange, and process

execution among business partners.
Process Manager—controls the execution of processes, which is at the heart of our B2B
platform. It distinguishes between processes that link trading partners together, or public
processes, and processes that run within the four walls of your enterprise, or private
processes. Extricity pioneered the concept of public (shared) and private (internal) processes,
and has demonstrated their importance to B2Brm.
Unified Management Environment—simplifies the control of system components,

information, and behaviors. Our Unified Management Environment supports key
functions for managing channels, adapters, partners, process definitions, business
objects, and users. It is fully featured to capably manage the entire lifecycle of B2Brm
processes and provides “a single window” on your applications and partners.

Extricity B2B™ Integration Adapters

“Taking Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI) and adding XML and EDI support
simply isn’t good enough... don’t accept
an EAI product with XML and EDI
adapters as a [business community
integration] product. You want a product
that allows you to isolate your processes
from both the technology requirements
and the public processes.”
—Source: Kimberly Knickle, The AMR Alert on E-Business
Technology Strategies, April 12, 2000.

Extricity B2B comes with a set of packaged integration adapters
for both enterprise applications and middleware. Adapters help
simplify connections to your internal applications and your
partners’, such as:
• SAP

• Baan

• i2

• Oracle

• PeopleSoft

• IBM MQSeries

Extricity B2B also includes a graphical Adapter Development
Environment (ADE) you can use to create new adapters for other
systems, databases, or files.
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Extricity B2B™ Partner Channels

“The true value of Extricity lies in its ability
to help companies know and document
their business needs and processes, while
ensuring those needs and processes are
supported by the technical build.”

Extricity B2B supports the diversity of your
partners and business community with communication protocols and messaging formats.
Instead of constructing separate non-integrated
solutions for different communication channels,
you can build a single process for multiple partners,
regardless of the communication methods they
use. Extricity B2B supports communication
between trading partners using:
• XML-based mechanisms (such as RosettaNet)
• Integration with EDI systems
• Web browsers
• Automated integration with partner web pages
• Other standards-based mechanisms, as well as

other means of communication such as FTP
and SMTP

Unique Functionality

The Extricity Channel Manager provides
unique functionality you can use to:

—Harvey Scholl, Vice President of Product Development
at edaflow

Extricity B2B™ Process Paks
At Extricity, we understand what businesses want from B2B—
they want to manage their relationships with their trading
partners, not just set up data connections. We understand that
different industries work in different ways.
Extricity B2B™ Process Paks, our packaged process solutions,
enable organizations in specific industries to rapidly begin doing
business with their trading partners. Our Process Paks make rapid
deployment easier by delivering unique best-practice B2B processes
that work the way you do. You can modify and customize the
Process Paks, working in our intuitive drag-and-drop environment.

• Determine and implement the communica-

tions channel appropriate for a partner
exchange based on the trading partner
agreement made between you and your partners.
These can include timing requirements, data
content, and the level of collaboration you want
to implement.
• Design business process workflows without
regard for communications constraints.
In addition to handling specific messaging
and communication interfaces, the Channel
Manager monitors delivery, failure detection
and recovery, redundancy, security, and
request/response transactions.

Extricity B2B Process Paks are available for the following industries:

Net Markets Process Pak
Semiconductor Process Pak
RosettaNet Process Pak
Consumer Packaged Goods Process Pak
Logistics Services Process Pak
eRetailers Process Pak

Partner A requests
credit reference
Credit_
Reference_
Request
Partner B
reviews request
Is the
applicant known?

If NO, Partner B sends
a notification that the
applicant is unknown

?

–If YES, Partner B
sends a credit
reference to the
requestor

Credit_
Reference

?
Process Flow Example: Request for
Credit Reference

Partner A
processes response

The trading partner requesting credit
information from a credit reference
provider initiates this process.

If no further action is
required, process ends

If the information is
insufficient or applicant
is unknown, Partner A
submits a revised request

Credit_
Applicant_
Unknown

Credit_
Reference_
Request
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COLLABORATE
Extricity Provides a Solution for You
Extricity B2B™ Solutions target the needs of
individual markets including Enterprise, Net
Markets, and eRetailers. We even have a
packaged solution for RosettaNet.
Extricity B2B™ for Enterprise — Forge tighter
relationships with customers and partners,
and integrate supply chains.
Extricity B2B™ for Net Markets — Deploy and
manage net markets including auctions,
exchanges, and portals.

Extricity B2B™
Software Platform and Solutions

Integration
Adapters

Alliance
Manager

Process
Paks

Partner
Channels

Extricity B2B for Enterprise
TM

Extricity B2B for Net Markets
TM

Extricity B2B for eRetailers
TM

Extricity B2B for RosettaNet
TM

Extricity B2B™ for eRetailers—Integrate the
supply side of B2C environments for better planning, forecasting, order management, fulfillment, order tracking, and
returns management.
Extricity B2B™ for RosettaNet—Implement
the latest RosettaNet PIPs.

Extricity—Simply Powering B2B™
By putting this kind of power behind your B2B platform, Extricity
can help you achieve your key business objectives.
• Reduce costs —Using a single platform that doesn’t dictate the

“Extricity’s solution allows us to implement
highly-scalable B2B links between our
supply chain partners with speed, efficiency
and reliability.”
—Matthew Hardcastle, Sales and Marketing Director
of MetaPack (A leading European solutions provider
for eRetailers)

channel of communication can reduce the cost of implementing a
B2B solution.
• Shorten cycle times —Implementing Extricity B2B allows you to
model and automate your collaborative process workflows, and
handle multiple steps, complex logic, dynamic routing, and more.
Once automated, your processes execute with shorter cycle times.
• Achieve consistent service —Compensate for the differing
capabilities of applications, limitations of communication protocols,
and idiosyncratic demands of different partners. Let our sophisticated
integration capabilities, process logic, and tiered architecture
break this complexity into clear and logical views, providing
consistent levels of service for all your partners.
• Simplify administrator management—Simplify your day-to-day
operations. Extricity B2B provides mission-critical performance.
Administrators can more easily locate, understand, and analyze
specific process interactions, and implement and manage process
changes that directly impact your interactions with large numbers
of external partners.
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Implement Extricity B2B — Simple as 1, 2, 3

1
3

Step 1—Integrating Internally

Extricity B2B provides a wide range of adapters to facilitate the tight integration necessary
to connect internal B2B processes with business applications. Your process designer can
easily model the events and actions required to support your B2B integration.
Step 2—Deploying Your Business Process

Processes define logical and sequential interactions among applications and businesses.
Whether your B2B processes are based on industry standards, such as RosettaNet, or are
custom-made for your business, we’ve made it easier for you with Extricity B2B Process
Paks—our packaged, industry-specific solutions.
Step 3—Communicating with Your Partners

2

Our integrated Extricity B2B Partner Channels allow you to accommodate partner
diversity. Our solution supports the flow of information associated with business
processes over a variety of physical communications links with partners—EDI, XML,
RosettaNet, and others.

The Bottom Line
Extricity delivers a single open software platform
and a complete set of solutions to manage all of
your B2B relationships.

“To achieve a vision of transforming
the automotive industry supply chain,
Extricity was selected based on its ability
to deliver a single platform that
automatically integrates heterogeneous
information flows with back-end
applications, and therefore, makes automatic ebusiness supply chains a reality.”
—Phil Dawson, Portfolio Manager at Softlab Ltd. (A BMW
Group Company)

The functions of Extricity B2B include:
• Integrating existing applications
• Management of communications and security
• Support for your entire internal and B2B
process life cycle, including modeling,
execution, and management
• Administration for partner management
including audit analysis and reporting
Extricity B2B enables you to model, implement,
execute, and manage the full range of interactions,
information flows, and B2B processes among your
partners over the Internet. And it allows you and
your trading partners to work together effectively
while maintaining organizational independence
when you need it.

To learn more about Extricity B2B,
contact us today.

FLEXIBILITY
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Technical Specifications
Extricity B2BTM operates on the following platforms.
Sun Solaris on SPARC Platform requires:
• 1 or more Sun UltraSPARC II 300 MHz or higher processors
• 256 MB RAM or higher
• 2 GB free disk space or more
• Operating System: Sun Solaris v2.6/2.7
• Database: Oracle8i Standard Edition v8.1.5/8.1.6
• Webserver: Apache v1.3
Microsoft Windows NT on Intel x86 Platform requires:
• 1 or more Intel Pentium II 300 MHz or higher processors

with 1 MB or higher of L2 Cache
• 128 MB RAM (256 MB or higher recommended)
• 2 GB free disk space or more
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 Server

(with SP5 or SP6a)
• Database: Microsoft SQLServer v7.0 (with SP1)
• Webserver: IIS 4.0 is included with Windows NT 4.0

Server Edition

Extricity Worldwide Headquarters
One Davis Drive Belmont, CA 94002

TM

USA

Tel 800.411.2434

www.extricity.com

European Headquarters
Extricity Limited Almners Priory, Almners Road, Lyne, Chertsey, Surrey, KT16 0BH

United Kingdom

Tel +44 (0) 1932 581500

Fax +44 (0) 1932 581599
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